Jeshua Speaks About: The Love That You Are
It is with great joy that I come to abide
with you today, for I come from a place
which is of great joy, our true Home,
where you abide with me eternally in
that place of joy. I always wait for this
one [Judith] to get finished with
whatever she feels needs to be done
first, and I let her know my energy and
my excitement and my joy in sharing
with you and coming to be with you.
She feels she has to stop and take a
deep breath and perhaps become
centered. I have let her know that any
time she or you stop and turn your
attention from the world and from the
things that are going on around you and
turn to that quiet place within you, I am
there immediately with you. And I
come with great joy because that is
truly where we abide as one, as
children of the One God.
I come with great love because I am
that Love. I come with great love
because you are that Love. I come and I
share with you because I honor you for
the awakening that you are doing. You
have all chosen this lifetime to awaken,

and I honor you for that decision, and I
say, “God speed” along that path. And
when I say, “God speed,” you know
that that speed is who you truly are.

I come today to speak to you and with
you of the Love that you are from
before time began. We have talked of
the whole Mind of God, the whole
Mind of God that you are. You are
participating in this as one of the
attributes of the whole Mind. Before
time was, the whole Mind of God,
knowing Itself in its expansion, its ever
ongoingness of what it is now and
always has been and always will be,
thought to express Itself in manifest
form.
You are participating in this as manifest
form. And we have talked about how
when first what I have termed Mother
Earth was birthed, you were there and
you helped in that birthing. Your
consciousness, your desire to be the
expression and to see in manifest form
the God energy that you are, was here
and participated in the birth of what we
have called Mother Earth.
When there was a physical
manifestation upon which to be, you
desired then to be upon it. You were
here in the consciousness that helped it
form, to bring the molecules of the God
energy together. And then you, as
attributes of the ever ongoingness of
the whole Mind of God, wished to
experience manifest form, and you
came and took on what is now called
the body. You collected unto yourself
the molecules of physicality.
In the beginning – and I use that word
because as you look at time, you mark
a beginning and you mark an ending –
at that time you as Light beings still
very much knew your connection with
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JUNE 2022
The Mountaintop Experience
Did you know that it is only one month
to the special week that we will be
spending together Advancing in our
knowing of Jeshua’s Love for us? Yes,
at the Jeshua and Friends 2022
Advance we will again have the
opportunity to feel and interact with
Jeshua and Family in a way presented
by no other.
From the first Evening on Sunday, July
17 th we will again feel Jeshua’s
comforting and uplifting Love for us, His
Family from before time began (can you
feel that?). The first Evening begins with
a musical offering by Josie JohnsonRogers, a world–renown vocalist and
Jeshua Friend since the 1990’s –
followed by a Jeshua welcome.
During the week we spend together
there will be mind- and heart-opening
workshops by Kimberly Marooney
( Tr a n s f i g u r a t i o n i s R e a l ) , J a n
Jorgensen (Be the Light), Eva
McGinnis (Living on the Mountain),
Vickie Dodd (Sound As
Transformation), and, on Friday of the
special week, a Concert/workshop by
BA Huffman. Get in touch with your
inner music. All these plus Jeshua,
Mother Mary, and Father Joseph
Evenings, AND in-person hugs from
many of your friends who have
travelled to be with us. Check out our
website www.oakbridgeunivesity.org
for the schedule.
See you at the Mountain!
Judith
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the God energy and knew the attribute
that you are. There was a communion
that was ever ongoing. But as you
desired – and as the whole Mind of
God desired, because there is no
separation – as the whole Mind of God
desired to experience more fully the
manifest form, you have come into
more, what you would call, density,
and in doing that you have put around
yourself a veil which has seemed to be
heavier.
But I come today to share with you
that you have gone as far into
physicality and into materiality as you
will go, and there is now an ascent and
an awakening which is happening, a
remembrance that I have called a
remembrance of the Light and the
Love that you are. You are a great ray
of Light. You are much more than the
body that sits on the chair and the
personality that you identify with in
this time and this space. You are a
great ray of Light, energy ever
ongoing, energy that can be and has
been, in your physical world,
measured, energy which experiences
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To look at what has been called The
Descent into physical matter as
something that has gone wrong is to
look at it in an invalid way. This has
been part of the purpose of the whole
Mind of God: to experience Itself in
every dimension, in every way, and to
garner unto yourself the experiences
thereof.
Many there are who have chosen not to
come into physical form but who are
one with you and who are right now in
this room, filling this room with their
Light and with their love – and many
of you can feel that love and have
tuned into it. Those who have not
chosen to be incarnate, as you call it,
to be in body, are also experiencing
what you are experiencing, because
they know there is not separation, and
they are able to tune into and
experience at all times what you are
experiencing.
This is why I have said unto you: think
not that your life has small meaning.
Think not that you just get up in your
mornings and you go to your work
place and you do what needs to be
done that day, hoping and waiting for
the time to put your head upon the
pillow and be finished with that day.
No, what you are experiencing is a
great blessing to those who are not in
body, who are experiencing also with
you, because there is a great sharing
that takes place.

itself as Love. All one, ever ongoing.

Upcoming Meetings and Events
June 2: 4:30-6:30 p.m. PT: Book Study - Volume 8, Chapter 11
June 4: 5:00 p.m. PT - SNLWJ
June 7: 4:30-6:00 p.m. PT: Book Study - J&M: Chapters 2 & 3 John the
Baptist; Choosing and Working with My Disciples. pp. 65-97
June 16: 4:30-6:30 p.m. PT: Book Study: Volume 8, Chapter 12
June 18: 5:00-6:30 p.m. PT: Diving Deeper With Jeshua
June 21: 4:30-6:00 p.m. PT: Book Study - J&M: Chapters 4 & 5 In Bethany;
Galilean...; pp. 99-126
June 30: 4:30-6:30 p.m. PT: Book Study - Volume 8: Chapter 13
July 2: 5:00 p.m. PT - SNLWJ
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It is only when you get caught up into
what you feel is the body and the
personality that you feel that you are
not one with the ever ongoingness,
and I am here today to remind you
that you are of the Father, that you do

All desire is of the Father. When you
feel a desire or a vision within you, it
is of the Father. Now, that is not to
say how that manifests and how you
bring it forth in your life is truly the
desire of the Father, because this can,
when you feel separate and you get
into limited thinking, you can
manifest other variations upon this
desire. And that is as the Father has
planned it.
This is part of the purpose and the
plan of the Heavenly Father: to
experience all. It is as I have said:
there is One Who weaves the great

share, you cannot help but share with
others in what you would term the
unseen world. This is why you have
received messages, as you would call
them, from others who may be
tapping you upon the shoulder. You
may physically feel this energy. They
may be trying to get your attention in
one way or another to say unto you,
“You are more. I am more. We are
more. We are the ever-ongoingness of
the Mind of God, ever wanting to
experience Itself in various infinite
forms of expression.”
So that when you, in terms, wake up
from the dream and become one with
your realization of the flow of the
infinite Life, that will not be the end.
You have been taught in your
religions that once you lay down the
body and you go on to what is called
heaven, then that will be the place
where you reside forever and ever
and ever. In some ways, this is true
because you reside forever and ever
and ever in the whole Mind of God.
But it is not a place that you go to and
you stop and it is finished. This is
why I have come to share with you
that in my Father’s house are many
mansions. There is much more than
what you have dreamed there would
be. Even the whole Mind of God is
experiencing an ongoing.

tapestry of life and knows how to
bring all of the threads together.
You, when you are caught up into
limited thinking, may not know the
purpose and may not know how the
threads can all come together, but
there is One, the grand Weaver, Who
will weave this tapestry
perfectly. So therefore,
even as you may have
looked upon something in
your lifetime and have
judged it to have come out
of limited thinking, know
that this is the freedom of
the whole Mind of God to
experience Itself and to
know -- to bring you back
around to the place where
you know the whole Mind
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of God.
That is why I have said every desire
is of the Father. Your desire is to
create, and you do create moment by
moment. Sometimes in limitation,
other times creating with the Will of
God. When you will go to that quiet
place within the heart, resting in the
knowingness that you are one with
your everlasting Father, then you
create from that space what is real.
This is why I have said unto you to
extend the love unto anyone who
crosses you path every day. This is
truly Who you are. This is all you
need to know, to remember: to extend
love. The Love of the Heavenly
Father is simplicity itself.

The peace of God is forever within
your mind. To experience it, it must
come forward and be expressed. Be
ye, therefore, expressers of this peace.
Be the peacemakers. For in Truth,
blessed are the peacemakers for they
live in the peace that they extend. You
have your homework for the week:
Be ye, therefore, in the peace of the
Heavenly Father.
So be it.

Jeshua Speaks About Violence
(Originally published in the July
2013 issue of The Expanding
Viewpoint, it was thought appropriate
to include it once again.)
I would like some clarification about
the situation of violence and terror.
What would you tell me about that?
Beloved one, in events known as
violence and resulting terror, there are
not victims and perpetrators, but there
are equals who have agreed that they
would come together for the
opportunity of experience and the
knowing of wholeness in the face of
seeming separation.
The ones who would be seen as the
victims are the servants unto the
others; they are ones who put
themselves in a place to offer the
opportunity to have a choice: the
opportunity to behold the seeming
perpetrator as evil or as the holy
Child acting out an agreed-upon
script. There is opportunity always in
every instant for what you would see
as the Damascus experience, which
my beloved brother, Paul, known as
Saul, experienced. This can happen
and does - in an instant.
The ones who would be seen as
victims are not victims. These ones
have chosen - not at what you would
see as conscious awareness - and
have said, "Yes, I will be part of this
interchange in order to offer unto my
brothers and sisters the opportunity to
look upon the experiences and see not
victim and perpetrator, but to
experience the Holy Instant and to
see everything in a new Light."
The one who would be seen as
perpetrator is also the servant unto
the other ones who have desired to be
there in that he provides the "victims"
the chance to see themselves as more
than the body. "I wish to call forth
this experience so that I will come
through it to see that this event
touches me not, touches the body,

yes, but touches me not as the holy
Child, so that I may look upon this
one that I have in other lifetimes seen
as a perpetrator of grand violence, to
see that this one is the holy Child the
same as I am, and to look with Love
upon this one." This is not what the
world would say unto you. But the
awakened one looks with Love upon
the other one as they act out their
behavior, and looks with the eyes of
the Heavenly Father upon the holy
Child who is doing the behavior that
the world would judge to be violent
and to be of a tragic nature.
As I looked upon the one who was
pounding the nail into my hand,
looked upon him with great Love, for

tragedy was going on and how there
was pain in the hand.
I did not feel the pain in the hand, beloved one, for I was so caught up in
the Love that I am and in the radiance
of the illumination that this other one
was that I looked into his eyes and I
saw my Self and I knew us to be the
Christ.
This one saw the Light in my eyes
and he ran. He ran because he saw
something that was life-changing, for
it allowed him to awaken.
Each one in any interchange of
energy is the servant unto the other.
There is truly not the victim and the
perpetrator, although the world would
look upon the activity, judging it in
limitation, and say that a tragedy has
occurred. It is not that at all.
Each one has offered unto the other
an opportunity to see the holiness of
the situation. It requires a broader vision of what relationship,
interrelationship, is for, and must be
seen in the context of the eternality of
the holy Child expressing. It requires
that the ego voice of separation be set
aside and that you behold the other
one with the eyes of true
understanding. The world would
decree that this is difficult - nigh
impossible - but to the heart that
desires to awaken, to the heart that
asks to know its Oneness, nothing
will be denied. Forgiveness replaces
judgment; love abides where once
there had been fear. Already some of
the "victims" of the recent "terror"
incident - and their families - have
said, "I forgive; I will arise from
this."

I knew him to be the holy Child the
same as I. I knew him to be my Self.
And that one who pounded the spike
into my hand was my servant. He allowed me the opportunity to come
through that experience to see him in
the Light and as the Love that he is,
not restricting the focus of attention
to my ego self and decrying what a

Dear Reader:
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Welcome to our new 2 sheet, 4 page
format for The Expanding Viewpoint.
Jeshua’s words and inspiring words
in an easy to read format. Enjoy!
- - Judith

